Abstract

The author addresses the phenomenon of taxable profit-shifting operations undertaken by multinationals in response to countries competing for corporate tax bases within the European Union. The central question is whether this might be a relic of the past when the European Commission’s proposal for a Council Directive on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base sees the light of day. Or would the EU-wide corporate tax system provide incentives for multinationals to pursue artificial tax base-shifting practices within the EU, potentially invigorating the risk of undue governmental tax competition responses? The author’s tentative answer on the potential for artificial base shifting and undue tax competition is in the affirmative. Today, the issue of harmful tax competition within the EU seems to have been pushed back as a result of the soft law approaches that were initiated in the late 1990s and early 2000s. But things might change if the CCCTB proposal as currently drafted enters into force. There may be a risk that substantial parts of the EU tax base would instantly become mobile as of that day. As the EU Member States at that time seem to have only a single tool available to respond to this – the tax rate – that may perhaps initiate an undesirable race for the EU tax base, at least theoretically.
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1 Introduction

On Tuesday, 11 June 2013 the Foundation European Fiscal Studies and Erasmus Law Review organised a conference entitled Company Tax Integration in the EU: A Necessary Step to Neutralize ‘Excessive’ Behaviour within the EU? – a subject that is very interesting and quite topical. The issues of ‘aggressive tax planning’ and ‘harmful tax competition’ have moved strikingly up political agendas recently.1 Many believe that multinationals also should contribute their ‘fair share’ to society, particularly in the current times of austerity where expenditure cuts and tax raises pressure the welfare state.2 I was assigned the honourable task of participating in the conference and elaborating on the following subject: Tax Competition within the European Union – Is the CCCTB-Directive a Solution? Conference reports have been published in EC Tax Review and the Dutch tax weekly, Weekblad Fiscaal Recht.3 This article is the result of my endeavours. Playing the hand that I have been dealt, I address the apparent current issue of taxable profit-shifting operations undertaken by multinationals in response to countries competing for corporate tax bases within the European Union (EU). The central question is whether this might be a relic of the past when the proposal released by the European Commission on 16 March 2011 for a Council Directive on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) sees the light of day,4 or would the EU-wide corporate tax system provide incentives for multinationals to pursue artificial tax base-shifting practices within the EU, potentially invigorating the risk of undue governmental tax competition responses? Obviously, time will tell, but for now my tentative answer to the question whether the potential for artificial base shifting and undue tax competition exists is in the affirmative. Today, the issue of harmful tax competition within the EU seems to have been pushed back as a result of the soft law approaches that were initiated in the late 1990s and early 2000s. But things might change if the CCCTB proposal as currently drafted enters into force. There may be a risk that substantial parts of the

EU tax base would instantly become mobile as of that day. As the EU Member States at that time will have only a single tool available to respond to that – the tax rate – this may perhaps initiate an undesirable race for the EU tax base, at least theoretically.

Before proceeding on the subject matter, the following remarks should be submitted. First, it is noted that the research question leapsfrog some pivotal issues. The CCCTB currently exists only on the drawing board. It is uncertain whether it shall ever enter into force. Its adoption requires the unanimous consent of the EU Member States – or the early adopters under the enhanced cooperation procedures. The CCCTB proposal, however, faces political resistance in various EU Member States. Further, it is unclear what the directive will eventually look like were it to be adopted. The draft is currently being debated at the different EU institutional levels. The European Parliament has voted for amending the proposal on various points. The Commission cannot accept some of those. The proposal has also been discussed within the Council. Regardless, for the purpose of the analysis in this article, it is assumed that the CCCTB has come to light. Furthermore, unless specifically addressed otherwise, any references to the CCCTB regard the original proposal of 16 March 2011. Finally, I scrutinise the proposal on its own merits. It is accordingly assumed that the CCCTB is the only corporate tax system in place within the EU. By doing that, I basically follow the path set out by the European Parliament and the European Economic and Social Committee that the CCCTB would apply mandatorily. Second, the language used implies that the article should address the issue of tax competition within the framework of the EU. Regarding outbound investments of EU investors in non-EU countries and inbound investments of non-EU investors in the EU, the CCCTB would basically operate as a traditional corporate tax. The proposal’s key properties, the tax consolidation and the intra-EU division of the tax base through a sharing mechanism do not operate across the water’s edge, that is, the outer geographical borders of the EU’s territories. As a consequence, the tax competition and tax planning issues that currently arise in international taxation will likely uphold under the CCCTB regarding third-country investment. For the purpose of the present inquiry, however, this issue falls outside its scope and is therefore not explicitly considered.

Third, I must frankly concede that I am a tax lawyer. I am neither a trained economist nor a behavioural scientist. Neither am I a statistical analyst. This article, therefore, does not provide an in-depth empirical impact assessment forecasting economic or behavioural effects that the CCCTB’s application may initiate upon its entry into force. For that purpose, I respectfully refer to the literature on this matter. My aim is to forward some tentative comments on the potential arbitrage that in my view may be initiated under the CCCTB Directive. To substantiate my argument, I seek to carefully and logically build the analysis. Where appropriate or convenient, reference is made to available materials and analyses, for instance by analogue on the United States (US) and Canadian formulary systems from which the CCCTB sharing mechanism has substantially been lifted.

2 Tax Competition within the EU

2.1 Tax Competition: A Matter of AETRs and MNE Investment Location Decisions

The research question implicitly considers the phenomenon ‘tax competition’ to constitute a problem. It implies that tax competition is problematical as it resorts to the CCCTB as a potential solution, at least within the context of the EU. This begs an answer to the question as to what tax competition is in the first place and, second, the extent to which this should be considered to pose an issue. Tax competition and its flipside phenomenon ‘tax planning’ revolve around average effective tax rates

5. Various EU Member State parliaments have issued ‘yellow cards’.


9. This after an introductory period: EP legislative resolution, above n. 6, Amendments 14, 21, 22; changes proposed to recital 8, Arts. 6a (new) and 6b (new), and Opinion of the European Economic and Social Committee on the proposal for a Council directive on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB), COM(2011)121 final – 2011/0058 (CNS), ECO/302, 26 October 2011 (‘Opinion EESC’), at 1.4. Notably, under the Commission Proposal the CCCTB would apply electively. It would accordingly constitute the 29th corporate tax system within the EU. Potential tax competition and tax planning effects that may result from this are not assessed in this article.


2.2 ‘Fair Tax Competition’ and ‘Harmful Tax Competition’

2.2.1 Multinationals: Tax-Induced Shifting of Real and ‘Paper’ Investment; Tax Law: Only Latter Problematical

The tax-induced shifts in MNE investment location decisions may involve shifts in both real economic activities and artificial economic activities. In international taxation the aim is to divide the corporate tax base into taxing jurisdictions with reference to the location of investment. In the presence of AETR differentials, such a geographic distribution of taxable profit creates incentives to locate both real and ‘paper’ investment in no-tax or low-tax jurisdictions.

The first type of investment location distortions involves shifting into these low-tax or no-tax jurisdictions of the firm inputs like labour and capital that have been attracted from the labour and capital markets. This entails a tax-induced shifting of real profit towards these jurisdictions, and a consequent shifting of taxable profit. Various studies suggest that AETR differentials do affect location decisions. That particularly is, as rents prove, increasingly firm-specific rather than location-specific. It should be mentioned, though, that the tax responsiveness to real activity seems less apparent than the tax responsiveness to locating ‘paper’ investments.

The second type – the tax responsiveness to locating ‘paper’ investment – typically involves a legal shifting of intangible resources available within the MNE to low or no-tax jurisdictions. This occurs through ‘tax sheltering’, that is, the intra-group legal shifting towards these jurisdictions of the firm’s financial resources or intellectual property. Commonly utilised tools in this

---

12. AETRs are calculated by dividing the tax payable (numerator) by the pre-tax income (denominator), Willem Vermeend, Rick van der Ploeg and Jan Willem Timmer, Taxes and the Economy; a Survey on the Impact of Taxes on Growth, Employment, Investment, Consumption and the Environment (2008), at 73. Notably, financing decisions respond to marginal effective tax rates. Typical corporate tax systems subject realised nominal returns to equity to tax accordingly favouring debt financing over equity financing, Cf. Howell H. Zee, ‘Reforming the Corporate Income Tax: The Case for a Hybrid Cash-Flow Tax,’ 155 De Economist 4, at 417-448 (2007); and Serena Falca, Thomas Hemmelgarn, and Gaetan Nicodeme, Taxation Papers; ‘The Debt-Equity Tax Bias: Consequences and Solutions’, Working paper no. 33, July 2012, European Commission Directorate-General Taxation & Customs Union. The CCCTB operates a traditional base definition, tax-subsidising debt financing over equity financing also. This issue is not discussed further since it falls outside the scope of the assessment.


respect are the setting up and tax-establishing of controlled legal entities within such jurisdictions and the subsequent arranging of intra-group legal transactions to create tax-recognised income streams directed towards those jurisdictions. This is established quite easily because of the mobile characteristics of these intangible resources and the absence of third-party market realities in the controlled intra-firm environments within which these transactions generally take place. Textbook profit-shifting arrangements involve intra-group debt financing and licensing arrangements. These generate tax-deductible interest and royalty payments in the countries where real investment takes place. Such tax planning tools have been readily made available under the tax systems of countries for MNEs to be utilised to arbitrarily shift real profit to low or no-taxing jurisdictions.

To protect their domestic tax bases, countries typically respond by introducing anti-abuse measures – ‘sticks regimes’ – in their corporate tax systems. Examples of these are ‘deduction limitations’ and ‘controlled foreign company’ rules. Alternatively and additionally, countries respond by imposing withholding taxes on outward-bound intra-group payments of dividends, interest and royalties. However, the room available for these measures is often limited as their application drives ATETRs upwards, potentially rendering these countries relatively less attractive as a location for real investment. Further, the leeway for imposing source taxes on such outward-bound intra-group payments often encounters legal constraints. This holds internationally under the double tax convention networks of countries, which commonly limit taxing entitlements at source regarding such payments, that is, save for the application of various anti-abuse mechanisms such as ‘beneficial ownership requirements’, ‘limitation on benefits clauses’ and ‘main purpose tests’. The same holds within the EU as the ‘Parents-Subsidiary Directive’ and the ‘Interest and Royalty Directive’ operate to a similar extent.

Although both the real and artificial shifting of profits may be considered undesirable from an economic standpoint, tax law, both international and European, typically considers only the latter problematical. It is the tax-induced shifting of corporate profit through intra-group legal structuring lacking economic substance that raises the chief concerns. These are the types of ‘excessive’ behaviours that need to be neutralised. Where MNEs engage in artificial profit-shifting arrangements to maximise their post-tax investment returns, such behavioural responses are generally labelled as ‘aggressive tax planning’.

2.2.2 Countries: Tax-Induced Competing for Real and ‘Paper’ Investment; Tax Law: Only Latter Problematical

In tax law, similar views are generally expressed in regard to tax-induced responses of governments to MNE artificial profit-shifting operations. By differentiating between ‘harmful tax competition’ and ‘fair tax competition’, issues are considered to be raised predominantly where countries engage in the first by adopting measures – ‘carrots regimes’ – that unduly affect MNE location decisions; the adoption of measures by countries that provide tax incentives to MNEs to artificially shift corporate profits towards their territories. The reason, obviously, is that this goes at the expense of the tax bases and tax revenues of the origin countries where real investments take place. Such practices are commonly considered to produce unjustified market distortions and revenue losses.

Harmful tax measures basically revolve around the granting of beneficial tax treatment, ‘tax shelters’, to cross-border economic operations that require no substantial business presence or ‘economic substance’ within such countries. Typically, it involves the low or no-taxation of proceeds from intra-group distributions of financial resources or intellectual property. These are internationally mobile and legally transferred easily. And as noted earlier, the intra-group remunerations in this regard are generally deductible for tax calculation purposes in the countries where real investment takes place. Such harmful regimes are typically referred to as ‘offshore regimes’, ‘group financing regimes’, ‘head-quarter regimes’ or ‘IP holding regimes’. Sometimes these are paired with taxpayer confidentiality mechanisms on the basis of which the low-taxing jurisdictions involved do not disclose tax-relevant administrative and financial information to other jurisdictions. Further, the availability of such beneficial regimes is often restricted to foreign investors. They are ‘ring-fenced’. Local

15. Regarding third-country investment relationships, the CCCTB proposal, above n. 4, is no exception as it contains interest deduction limitations and CFC rules also (Arts. 80-81 and 82).
18. It is worth noting that with regard to the Dutch corporate income tax system, the Dutch State Secretary for Finance has announced that the Dutch government will take measures in this area. See State Secretary for Finance letter to Parliament, 30 August 2013 (No. IFZ/2013/320).
20. Within the EU the selective granting of beneficial tax treatment to attract real investment raises illegal state aid issues (Art. 107 TFEU). EU Member States are not allowed to selectively tax-favour certain industries or branches of economic activity as these impede a neutral and fair flow of economic activity within the internal market. Examples of regimes potentially constituting an illegal fiscal state are the selectively granting of ‘tax holidays’, ‘accelerated allowances’ and the establishment of ‘tax-free zones’. On this matter, see e.g. Commission notice 98/C 384/03, CJ C 384 of 10 December 1998, at 3, and Report on the implementation of the Commission notice on the application of the state aid rules to measures relating to direct business taxation, C(2004) 434 of 9 February 2004.
investors are typically ineligible to opt for their application.

Fair competition, particularly the competition for real investment through ‘tax rate competition’, is generally considered beneficial from a tax law perspective. For instance, the Commission submits in the Explanatory Memorandum accompanying its CCCTB proposal: ‘[f]air competition on tax rates is to be encouraged. Differences in rates allows a certain degree of tax competition to be maintained in the internal market and fair tax competition based on rates offers more transparency and allows Member States to consider both their market competitiveness and budgetary needs in fixing their tax rates’.\(^{21}\) Also, the Council acknowledged that fair tax competition produces positive effects when it adopted its ‘Code of Conduct for business taxation’, which, among others, deals with EU-wide coordinated actions to tackle harmful tax competition – see further details hereunder.\(^{22}\)

Regardless of the merits of analytically differentiating between ‘fair’ and ‘unfair’ tax competition, I go with the territory and adhere to the views of the Commission and the Council. I accordingly consider that concerns are raised where it involves the tax-induced artificial profit shifting of MNEs and the incentives created for doing that by taxing jurisdictions. That is, also considering the conference topic addressing ‘excessive’ behaviours, which for the present inquiry neatly translates into ‘aggressive tax planning’ regarding MNE behaviours and ‘harmful tax competition’ as to country responses.

### 2.3 Work Done in EU Addressing ‘Harmful Tax Competition’

Both internationally, for instance within the context of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),\(^{23}\) and within the EU much work has already been done in pushing back harmful tax practices. In the late 1990s, the Council of Economics and Finance Ministers adopted the Code of Conduct for business taxation. With that it initiated a ‘soft law’ process ‘peer–pressuring’ the EU Member States to roll back existing harmful tax measures, and to dissuade them from introducing any such measures in the future. This process is being monitored by the Code of Conduct Group.

---

21. See Explanatory Memorandum to the CCCTB proposal, above n. 4, at section 1.
22. See e.g. Conclusions of the ECOFIN Council Meeting on 1 December 1997 concerning taxation policy (OJ 98/C 2/01). The Code defines harmful tax measures as ‘measures (including administrative practices) which affect or may affect in a significant way the location of business activity in the Community, and which provide for a significantly lower level of taxation than those that generally apply in the Member State concerned’.
23. Reference is made to the work of the OECD’s ‘Forum on Harmful Tax Practices’. The Forum was created as a follow-up to a 1998 report entitled Harmful Tax Competition: An Emerging Global Issue. It focuses on transparency and information exchange. For some recent work, see OECD Secretary-General report to the G20 Finance Ministers, 19 April 2013, at Part II: Current Tax Work of Relevance to Tackle Offshore Tax Evasion and Tax Avoidance. Although the Code is not legally binding, it does have political force since all EU Member States committed to adhere to the approach taken. The Code may be considered to have served its purpose quite well. Since the adoption of the Code, the Code of Conduct Group has assessed over 400 tax regimes within the EU and the EU Member States’ overseas countries and territories. Around 100 have been eliminated upon their identification as constituting a harmful tax measure.\(^{24}\) In addition, various administrative assistance tools are currently in place within the EU, enabling EU Member States to inform and assist each other on their taxpayers’ tax affairs.\(^{25}\) The presence of harmful corporate tax measures within the EU seems to have been significantly pushed back as a result of these efforts. To substantiate things somewhat further, it is noted that this argument may also be induced by pointing at the shift in recent work undertaken in this area. The work on harmful tax practices within the EU’s institutions has recently been concentrating on establishing approaches to counter such practices of third countries.\(^{26}\)

Further, efforts undertaken more recently at political levels – again both within the EU\(^ {27}\) and internationally (OECD/G20)\(^ {28}\) – increasingly focus on pushing back tax planning strategies undertaken by MNEs through the sophisticated utilisation to their benefit of mutual differentials in the tax systems of countries. MNEs are being accused of employing the disparities or ‘mis-

26. See e.g. 3rd Countries Recommendation, above n. 20.
27. See e.g. ATP Recommendation, above n. 20. See also European Commission, Staff working paper, ‘The Internal Market: Factual Examples of Double Non-Taxation Cases’, Consultation Document, Brussels, TAXUD D1 (2012) (‘Consultation Document’).
matches’ in the corporate tax systems of countries to reduce their overall effective tax burdens without substantially altering their investments. It has been argued that this, for instance, occurs by making use of so-called ‘Hybrid Instruments’, ‘Hybrid Entities’, ‘Hybrid Transfers’, ‘Dual Residence Entities’, ‘(Double) Deduction/No Inclusion ‘Transactions’ and ‘Foreign Tax Credit Transactions’. The common denominator of these arrangements is the use of differentials in countries’ taxable unit definitions, tax base definitions and tax base allocation mechanisms.

However, as these recently and quite heavily discussed tax practices of MNEs revolve around utilising the mismatches between two or more taxing systems, it may be considered debatable whether the disparities in the tax systems of countries, the EU Member States’ included, should be labelled as constituting harmful tax measures. Perhaps I am a traditionalist, but in my view, harmful tax measures involve the utilisation by MNEs of target-ed favourable tax benefits made available through the tax system of a single tax jurisdiction. This is not the case with mismatch arrangements as these involve the use of differentials between at least two tax systems, although the Code of Conduct Group has been discussing mismatch issues lately.

3 CCCTB – The Solution?

3.1 Would the CCCTB Provide Incentives for Artificial Profit Shifting, Potentially Reinvigorating Undue Tax Competition within the EU?

The peer pressures in the 1990s and early 2000s seem to have produced considerable success in pushing back harmful tax measures in the EU Member States’ corporate tax systems. Within the EU the issue of harmful tax competition may be considered to have been mitigated. Perhaps, therefore, the research question addressed in the introduction requires some modification; namely, today, the issue of harmful tax competition seems to have been successfully resolved, at least within the EU. Hence, let me rephrase the assigned query and consider whether the CCCTB, if enacted, would provide incentives for MNEs to artificially shift corporate profits across the EU. If the answer to this question is in the affirmative, this may trigger the potential for an undue, or perhaps at least unforeseen, race between the EU Member States for attracting and preserving MNE corporate tax bases within their territories.

As part of the analysis, as said, I assess the CCCTB on its individual merits. Although understanding political realities perhaps pointing in alternative directions, I assume that the CCCTB is operational EU-wide and applies mandatorily – to analytically cancel out the potential effects of a CCCTB competing with the corporate tax systems of the 28 EU Member States. I will accordingly follow the European Parliament’s tracks in this respect. Further, as the CCCTB is currently under debate and its final version is consequently indistinct, I refer to the initial proposal of the European Commission. Where relevant or convenient, reference is made to the amendments submitted by the various parties involved in the legislative process.

3.2 CCCTB: ‘A Comprehensive Solution’

The Commission envisages the CCCTB as constituting a comprehensive solution for the inequities and inefficiencies that are currently present under the application of 28 different corporate tax systems in the EU. The tax systems of the EU Member States currently hinder, both in their unilateral and mutual operation, the envisaged fair and free cross-border intra-EU trade and investment operations of European economic operators within the internal market. The Commission considers that, from a direct taxation perspective, the full potential of the internal market may be realised only under an EU-wide corporate tax system for EU businesses, the CCCTB. Its key properties are, first, a common taxable unit definition. That is, substantially as all companies that have a tax nexus within the EU which belong to the same group, the ‘group members’, are required to consolidate their profits and to eliminate their intra-group transactions. Across the water’s edge, as already noted, the CCCTB operates as a traditional corporate tax adopting the concepts of ‘separate accounting’ and the ‘arm’s length standard’ (SA/ALS). Second, the CCCTB provides for a common tax base definition. It has been chosen to adopt a traditional realisation-based nominal return to equity standard, that is, a corporate tax base definition as commonly adopted

29. Ibidem, and see Consultation Document, above n. 27.
31. Kindly note that Croatia has joined the EU per 1 July 2013.
32. European Parliament proposed to amend the initial CCCTB proposal for various reasons, among them to arrive at a mandatory application of the CCCTB for all (but small and medium-sized enterprises) after a brief transition period; EP legislative resolution, above n. 6, Amendments 14, 21, 22; changes proposed to recital 8, Arts. 6a (new) and 6b (new). The Commission cannot accept this; Communication SP(2012)388, above n. 7.
34. Administratively, the CCCTB proposal, above n. 4, adopts the ‘one-stop-shop’ approach for tax return filing purposes. The return may be filed with the tax authorities of a single EU Member State. This would be the country in which the parent company of the group, the ‘principal taxpayer’, resides for tax purposes.
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in the current tax systems of the EU Member States. Third, the tax base is subsequently shared among the EU Member States on the basis of a predetermined formula. The formula factors seek to apportion the tax base by reference to firm inputs (assets, labour) at origin and firm outputs (revenues) at destination. The sharing mechanism has essentially been lifted from the formulæ mechanisms to divide taxable corporate profits to subnational levels of government that are currently in place in the US and Canada. Conforming to the language used in these countries, the approach taken may be referred to as ‘formulary apportionment’ (US) or ‘formulary allocation’ (Canada), commonly abbreviated as FA.

Through the adoption of a single set of rules on corporate taxation throughout the EU, tax competition within the EU’s territories under the CCCTB is pictured to revolve solely around transparent tax rate competition. That is, since the only tool available for EU Member States to influence intra-EU MNE location decisions would be the tax rate that the EU Member States may autonomously apply to the harmonised consolidated tax base that has been assigned to their territories under the common sharing mechanism. Notably, the European Parliament has voted in favour of introducing the possibility for EU Member States to make use of tax credits to reduce the post-shared tax base, that is, to enable them to adopt certain incentives for businesses. Research on equivalents in the Canadian formulary allocation system suggests that such a tool would likely initiate tax competition between EU Member States for intra-EU investment. The Commission has submitted that it cannot accept this amendment for technical reasons. In my view, the utilisation of tax credits for businesses may entail the risk of triggering fiscal state aid issues and should therefore be considered a route not to be followed.

3.3 CCCTB: Incentives for Artificial Tax Base Shifting?

3.3.1 Various Issues Would Be Resolved under the CCCTB

Such a more or less unitary approach where the group’s profits are shared geographically by means of a formulæ mechanism (‘unitary taxation’) reflecting inputs and outputs is generally considered to produce less opportunity for engaging in artificial tax avoidance operations. That is, first, in comparison with the SA/ALS system as currently in place both internationally and within the EU. The cancelling out of the recognition of intra-group legal reality within the EU would entail a significant step towards mitigating many of the current issues in international taxation, as it takes away the key tools currently employed by countries and MNEs for engaging in artificial profit shifting. The relocating of the firm’s intangible resources through controlled legal transactions would be rendered impossible. It may be noted that aggressive tax planning operations typically do not occur outside the controlled environment within the functionally integrated MNE firm. With respect to third-party transactions, it may be argued that a sufficient ‘self-policing mechanism’ exists in the form of the opposing underlying economic interests that drive third-party market transactions in a competitive business environment.

Secondly, a coordinated approach would put an end to the unfair ‘over taxation’ and ‘under taxation’ of proceeds from intra-EU cross-border investment relative to domestic investment proceeds. It would also halt the tax-induced distortions that result from differentials in taxable unit definitions, tax base definitions and tax allocation mechanisms. Indeed, the disparities and mismatches hammering the uncoordinated international tax regime would be effectively brought to an end under a coordinated EU-wide corporate tax approach. The sole tax differential remaining within the EU would be a rate differential.

Thirdly, a known property of formulary regimes to geographically divide MNE profit is that they provide an incentive to locate apportionment factors in low-taxing jurisdictions. Indeed, the theoretical literature and
empirical research available on formulary systems suggest that in the presence of AETR differentials, MNEs engage in profit shifting through factor shifting where tax jurisdictions respond by tax-competing with each other to attract and preserve investment. Also, formulary systems bring tax competition. These profit-shifting incentives would disappear under an EU-wide harmonised tax rate – the potential path suggested by the European Parliament – or the adoption of a revenue-sharing mechanism. Derivatively, location distortions would be mitigated to the extent that rate bandwidths or minimum rates would be introduced.

The Commission, however, has expressed that it cannot accept rate coordination. It considers that the CCCTB proposal is meant not to touch upon tax rates. It sets forth that ‘[t]he determination of tax rates is treated as a matter inherent in Member States’ tax sovereignty and is therefore left to be dealt with through national legislation’. Rate harmonisation would also likely face political resistance in the EU Member States as this would involve a substantial transfer of fiscal autonomy from the states to the union.

3.3.2 In Search of Arbitrage Potentials under the Sharing Mechanism

3.3.2.1 Subject of Analysis: Only Potentials for Artificial Tax Base Shifting

Under the ‘fair’ versus ‘harmful’ tax competition paradigm, tax-induced factor shifting may not be considered problematical if and insofar as the location distortions would involve the shifting of real inputs and outputs. However, the converse may be considered to hold to the extent that the CCCTB would enable MNE firms to engage in artificial factor-shifting operations, being encouraged to do so by EU Member States setting the comparatively lowest of EU AETRs.

Accordingly, only the potential for artificial tax base shifting within the EU through factor manipulation may be considered problematical. It is noted that to the extent that the CCCTB would promote artificial factor shifting, this may be considered quite a problem indeed. This may particularly be considered to hold since the CCCTB seems to lack sufficient tools to counter such practices, were these to come to pass. The CCCTB’s anti-abuse provisions, for instance, like the ‘General Anti-Abuse Rule’ – targeting artificial legal arrangements set up to avoid tax – seem to merely refer to excessive behaviours concerning the tax base calculation. The abuse of apportionment rules seems to fall outside the confines of the CCCTB’s anti-abuse rules. Furthermore, the ‘Safeguard Clause’ in the proposal, which is directed at correcting unfair outcomes under the general formula, seems to apply only when all the EU Member States’ authorities involved agree. Accordingly, the safeguard clause seems to require unanimous consent. Moreover, some uncertainties exist as to whether the rulemaking authority of the Commission regarding the sharing mechanism would enable it to adopt substantial changes to the legislative act. I am not a cynic, but it may be fair to say that it remains to be seen how much room will effectively be available at the end of the day to resolve the issues that might emerge concerning MNE factor manipulation activities and EU Member State tax competition responses.

3.3.2.2 Formulary Apportionment: Dividing Profit Fairly by Reference to Inputs at Origin and Outputs at Destination

Generally, formulary mechanisms seek to divide corporate profit among tax jurisdictions by using a predetermined fixed formula. Like any corporate tax base division mechanism, formulary systems seek to establish a taxable presence concept to geographically locate the firm’s economic presence within a jurisdiction (‘nexus’). Furthermore, formulary systems seek to establish a methodology to subsequently evaluate the income that the respective firm derives at that particular geographic location (‘allocation’), that is, to geographically allocate the taxable profit to that jurisdiction.

For this purpose, formulary systems typically apportion corporate earnings with reference to firm inputs and firm outputs, respectively, reflecting the supply and

---


46. European Parliament proposed to introduce the possibility for future rate harmonisation; EP legislative resolution, above n. 6, Amendment 10; changes proposed to recital 5a (new). If the CCCTB would apply mandatorily as well, that would effectively introduce a fully centralised EU Company Income Tax (EUCIT).


49. See Explanatory memorandum to the CCCTB Proposal, above n. 4, at section 3.

50. This effect may be considered to occur if and to the extent that the CCCTB’s sharing mechanism would actually attribute the tax base geographically to the locations of real inputs and real outputs (though in my view it does not, as discussed hereunder) – i.e., in the presence of AETR differentials. See for a comparison Horst et al., above n. 44, at 2-3.

51. See Arts. 80-83.


53. See Art. 87.


demand sides of income production.\(^56\) Essentially, they seek to approximate the inputs geographically with reference to the remunerations that the firm pays in return for utilising its workers and assets in the business process (‘allocation’). Conceptually, the aim is to localise these workers and assets at origin, that is, where they exercise their employment contracts and where the assets are functionally utilised in the business process (‘nexus’). Outputs are in essence sought to be approximated with reference to the remunerations, that is, the gross receipts that the firm receives in return for the goods and services it provides (‘allocation’). Conceptually, the aim is to localise the firm’s customers at destination, that is, where these customers utilise or consume the goods and services that were provided to them (‘nexus’). As regards the assigning of outputs at destination, the analytical comparability with the value-added taxation system in the EU (‘EU-VAT’) is apparent. Formulary apportionment accordingly recognises income production as the outcome of the interplay of both supply and demand.\(^57\) It attributes income to both the country of investment (‘origin state’) and the country where the goods and services are marketed (‘destination state’). Further, formulary systems modestly seek to provide a fair geographical division of income rather than identifying the ‘true’ geographic source of income – recognising that corporate income essentially lacks geographical attributes.\(^58\) The weighting of factors, accordingly, is considered a matter of judgment.\(^59\)

Notably, profit division on the basis of formulary mechanisms conceptually differs from the profit division approaches in international taxation. Internationally, the corporate tax base is sought to allocate income merely with reference to the tax jurisdictions of origin (i.e., the location of firm inputs). The international tax regime makes use of the concepts of nationality, residence and situs to establish corporate taxable presence within a taxing jurisdiction (‘nexus’). The concept of SA/ALS has been used almost universally to subsequently evaluate the firm’s geographical presence at origin (‘allocation’). The above-mentioned carrots and sticks regimes apply regarding the artificialities and ensuing distortions that the nexus and allocation processes produce. The countries where the firm’s goods and services are marketed – the destination states – are typically neglected in international taxation.

Also, the CCCTB sharing mechanism divides corporate profits within the EU through a ‘nexus’ and ‘allocation’ process. The CCCTB formula echoes the traditional equally weighted three-factor ‘Massachusetts formula’ developed in US state income taxation in the 1950s.\(^60\) In the original CCCTB proposal, the formula takes the following form.\(^61\)

### 3.3.2.3 Conceptual Peculiarities in the Sharing Mechanism

Regardless of the merits of composing the formula accordingly,\(^62\) some peculiar elements may be recognised in the sharing mechanism. Before I proceed, kindly note that I will not engage in a comprehensive analysis of the formula factors or their weighting – US practices for instance reveal a tendency towards favouring the putting of higher weights on the sales factor;

---

56. It would be consistent to apportion both profits as losses. The CCCTB, however, only apportions profits under the sharing mechanism (Art. 86(2)). Losses are carried forward on a non-shared basis. This creates complexities where mergers and acquisitions are involved in the presence of ring-fenced loss carry forwards. These need to be geographically divided to make sure that CCCTB losses do not cross EU Member State tax borders, see Chapters X and XI CCCTB Proposal, above n. 4. This is not discussed further. See on this matter Jan van de Streek, ‘The CCCTB Concept of Consolidation and the Rules on Entering a Group’, 40 Intertax 6/7, at 421-430 (2012).


61. See Art. 86(1).

62. European Parliament proposed to increase the weight on inputs (labour: 45%; assets: 45%) and reduce the weight on outputs (sales: 10%); see EP legislative resolution, above n. 6, Amendments 16 and 31; changes proposed to recital 21 and 86. Parliament argues that this would be more in line with the attribution in international taxation of taxing entitlements to the country of source. Notably, the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection proposed to take out the sales factor altogether for similar reasons and for the factor being perceived to be manipulable: ‘An independent sales agent (located in a non-CCCTB State) could be contracted as an intermediary to do the sales on behalf of the group to the relevant market, and thereby move the destination of the sales from the ‘intended’ state to the state of choice’, Opinion of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection for the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on the proposal for a Council directive on a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB), (COM(2011)0121 – C7-0092/2011 – 2011/0058(CNS), 25 January 2012. I am not sure whether such manipulation would significantly arise. Further, I doubt whether this behaviour should qualify as aggressive tax planning – to the extent that it would arise. That is, since such a scenario would involve third-party market transactions, real economic activity accordingly, underfunding the sharing of the tax saving. In addition, the intermediary third party would charge a fee for its services as it would bear the economic risk involving the performance of its full-fledged distribution function. In other words, without the passage of economic risk, there may be no third-party sale. Further, such a tax planning operation would likely trigger additional transportation costs. Cf. Hellerstein, above n. 10, at 237. Regardless, the Commission cannot accept the amendment; Communication SP(2012)388, above n. 7, considering an equally weighted three-factor formula the most appropriate solution.
today, many states even adopt sales-only formulae.\textsuperscript{63} Furthermore, I will not go into the details regarding the definitions used or the factors’ scopes of application. I will also not pursue an in-depth analysis in regard to their evaluation and geographic localisation.\textsuperscript{69} My aim is merely to submit some remarks on the properties that I regard as potentially producing undue or at least unforeseen arbitrage.

\subsection*{3.3.2.4 Using International Taxation Concepts to Establish Nexus}

As already seen, some conceptual peculiarities may be recognised in the CCCTB sharing mechanism. First, it is noted that the CCCTB proposal uses the same nexus concepts that are currently in place in international taxation to establish tax jurisdiction. As regards the establishing of the firm’s taxable presence within an EU Member State, the proposal does not refer to the presence of workforce, assets or turnover in that country. That, for instance, would be the case under the alternative application of ‘factor presence tests’.\textsuperscript{65} It should be noted that the use of such an approach would be conceptually more sound, as these tests appreciate the ratio underlying formulary apportionment to a greater extent. Factor presence tests directly refer to the geographical location firm inputs and firm outputs for taxable profit division purposes – see further details hereunder.


\textsuperscript{64} See for some analysis Antonio Russo, Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base: The Sharing Mechanism, Some General Considerations, in: Weber (ed.), above n. 9, at 207-219, and the literature references in that publication.


\textsuperscript{66} See Art. 86(1), Arts. 4-6 and 54-55 in conjunction with Chapter XVI. Cf. Hellerstein, above n. 10, at 225.

\textsuperscript{67} See Arts. 90-91. Notably, fixed assets are allocated to the EU Member State of the group member(s) effectively owning them, see Arts. 92-94 in conjunction with 4(20). If the economic owner does not substantially utilise these assets in its business process, they are attributed to the group member(s) that effectively does. Intangible assets are not expressly allocated under the CCCTB proposal, above n. 4. As a consequence, these piggyback on the profit division in proportion to the factors expressly dealt with.
The sales factor does not seem to consistently allocate tax base to the jurisdiction of destination where the firm’s customers functionally utilise or consume the goods and services provided to them.\textsuperscript{68} For example, the sales factor allocates exempt revenues such as exempt gross proceeds from (third-country) shareholdings (e.g., dividends, capital gains),\textsuperscript{69} revenues from – loosely phrased – portfolio investments and hedging transactions to the beneficiary. That is, to the extent that these revenues have been earned in the ordinary course of trade or business.\textsuperscript{70}

As I am not entirely sure how to interpret the ‘beneficiary’ receiving such revenues ‘in the ordinary course of trade or business’ under the sales factor, I tentatively follow the suggestions that Hellerstein has submitted in this regard and the analogous guidance provided by the Court of Justice in the area of EU-VAT on portfolio investment activities.\textsuperscript{71} Using transfer pricing terminology, I take it to mean that these types of gross receipts are attributed to the group member that beneficially owns these\textsuperscript{72} and functionally performs the MNE’s (third-country) shareholding management functions, treasury functions, cash-pooling functions and/or functionally manages the MNE’s hedging positions. These types of functions performed may be considered to constitute the key components of the firm’s ordinary trade or business operations.\textsuperscript{73} Should this hold, the sales factor at this point effectively utilises an origin-based connecting factor.

\textit{3.3.3 Potential for Arbitrage: Factor Manipulation}

Would these peculiarities and inconsistencies in the sharing mechanism produce arbitrage potentials? Is there a possibility for employing them to arbitrarily shift the tax base to the comparatively lower-taxing EU Member State, potentially igniting unforeseen tax competition responses? Would the CCCTB produce a potential for a ‘race to the bottom 2.0’ under the CCCTB?

Of course, matters remain to be seen. However, a potential may be recognised for tax planning operations and tax competition responses. In my opinion, the arbitrage would revolve around:

1. ‘Labour factor manipulation’ through ‘payroll group members’;
2. ‘Sales factor manipulation’ through ‘beneficiary group members’;
3. ‘Sales factor inflation’ through ‘beneficiary group members’ engaging in ‘shareholding-revenues-carousels’.

Before proceeding to a description of the potential planning strategies, it may be noted that all, essentially, are rooted in the use of the same nexus concepts as utilised in international taxation today, that is, the tax place of residence and the permanent establishment. The arbitrage that the use of this approach creates is not reversed in the subsequent tax base allocation process.

First, as regards the geographical localisation of a group member within an EU Member State’s tax jurisdiction with reference to its tax residence, it may be deduced from well-known tax practices that it may not prove too difficult for MNEs to influence this. That is, as this matter would revolve substantially around ceremonial events like the chosen company laws governing the respective legal entity or the geographic location where the decisions concerning its governance are taken.\textsuperscript{74} These events may be relatively easily directed towards the tax jurisdiction(s) of choice, regardless of the location of real investment. Particularly the international convergence of company laws, the cross-border mobility of corporate managers – ‘fly-in-fly-out management’ – and the digitisation of the global economy render these tax-connecting factors rather meaningless and easily steered. As a result, the CCCTB proposal seems to provide MNEs a readily available tool to geographically locate group members in a ‘home country’ at their discretion to influence the tax base allocation under the sharing mechanism; that is, if the subsequent sharing process would not resolve things – which to my mind is the case.

Second, as to the geographical localisation of a ‘group member’ within an EU Member State tax jurisdiction by reference to the presence of a permanent establishment, it may be deduced from known tax practices that this may likely produce rather arbitrary results also. The permanent establishment concept requires the establishment of a physical–geographical presence within a tax jurisdiction. The mere presence of workers within a country is typically insufficient to make a permanent
establishment, though. Further, note that the emergence of the Internet and e-commerce has diminished the need for establishing a tangible presence within a country to enter its market. A virtual presence through a website may often suffice, particularly where it concerns e-tailers supplying IT services or e-goods. As a potential consequence, the proceeds from e-commerce activities may be left virtually untaxed in the ‘host country’. Like the current international tax regime, the CCCTB proposal misses the digital economy completely. Let us proceed and scrutinise the potential for factor manipulation – in increasing relevance.

3.3.3.1 Ad 1. ‘Labour Factor Manipulation’ through ‘Payroll Group Members’

Payroll, as already noted, would be apportioned to the group member(s) paying the salaries and wages and, alternatively, the group member(s) under whose ‘control and responsibility’ the employees exercise their employment contracts. As regards the latter, that is, the apportioning of the labour factor to the ‘substantive employer group member’ would occur, provided that the required reassignment thresholds are met. Please note that the location of work performed, as mentioned earlier, seems irrelevant.

The apportioning of tax base with reference to the group member paying the salaries or, alternatively, under whose control and responsibility the employment contracts are exercised may invite MNEs to set up and secondment contracts. Note that the presence of work performed, as mentioned earlier, seems irrelevant.

Although a ‘substantive employer’ concept has been put in place, I have some doubts whether the concept is sufficiently robust to effectively counter such labour factor manipulation operations. The magnitude of the risk of triggering labour factor manipulation involving payroll group members may prove to ultimately depend on the interpretation of the terms ‘control and responsibility’ in the text of the draft directive. The risk may be greater to the extent that these terms would need to be interpreted narrowly e.g. legally, for instance with reference to the exercising of legal control and responsibility of the group member involved. But the risks may significantly arise even under a less restricted interpretation i.e., were the tax base, for instance, attributed to the group member to whom the economic risks involving the utilisation of the MNE’s workforce have been assigned. In transfer pricing, it is well known that the economic risks involving the conducting of economic activity are quite mobile and can be legally assigned to group companies by MNE discretion.

The consequence of using such a labour factor allocation test may be that one-third of the EU-wide tax base becomes instantly mobile as of the entry into force of the CCCTB. The reality of such a planning tool, as already noted, may prove to ultimately depend on the interpretation of the terms ‘control and responsibility’. The issue, for instance, may be substantially mitigated to the extent that these would need to be interpreted as corresponding with the location where the employment contracts are physically performed. However, as this does not seem to correspond with the language used in the text of the draft directive, the potential for arbitrage may be considered present, at least theoretically.

Of course, it could be decided to wait and see how the Court of Justice shall interpret the language used when it is called upon. Perhaps the court will resolve the matter by extensively interpreting the directive text, for example, with reference to its ratio. Or perhaps not. Perhaps, therefore, it may be worth assessing the possibility of altering the sharing mechanism, an approach that I would recommend taking. Perhaps it may be considered to adopt a ‘factor presence test’ to share the intra-EU tax base. On the basis of such a test, the taxable presence of a firm within an EU Member State would be established with reference to the presence of a workforce within a tax jurisdiction. Nexus would be based on the physical presence of the firm’s workers exercising their employment contracts within a taxing jurisdiction. The establishment of the firm’s taxable presence could be subject to a de minimis threshold.

75. That is, perhaps save for the ‘services permanent establishment’ laid down in Art. 5(3)(b) of the United Nations Model Double Taxation Convention between Developed and Developing Countries. The operation of this nexus concept establishes tax jurisdiction regarding ‘[t]he furnishing of services, including consultancy services, by an enterprise through employees or other personnel engaged by the enterprise for such purpose, but only if activities of that nature continue (for the same or a connected project) within a Contracting State for a period or periods aggregating more than 183 days in any 12-month period commencing or ending in the fiscal year concerned’.

76. See Avi-Yonah, above n. 2, at 1596.

77. An e-tailer is an enterprise that conducts its business online.


79. See for a comparison Hellerstein, above n. 10, at 242-243.
The subsequent allocation of the taxable base to that state could be loosely inspired on the distributive rules for employment income found in Article 15 OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital (see the formula above). That would perhaps effectively cancel out artificial tax base-shifting incentives within the EU through labour factor manipulation. Namely, under the application of such a factor presence test, the shifting of the taxable base would require a physical relocation of MNE workers from one EU Member State to another – a shifting of real inputs accordingly.

3.3.3.2 Ad. 2 ‘Sales Factor Manipulation’ through ‘Beneficiary Group Members’

Gross receipts from portfolio investments and revenues from hedging instruments, as noted, are apportioned to the ‘beneficiary’. This holds to the extent that the group member derives these revenues ‘in the ordinary course of trade or business’.

The apportioning of the tax base under the sales factor to the group member that is entitled to the gross proceeds from these intangibles may invite MNEs to set up and tax-establish ‘beneficiary group members’ in the comparatively lower EU Member State taxing jurisdiction. It is also conceivable that MNE groups would set up special vehicles for tax planning purposes to which the portfolio investments and hedging positions are being legally assigned. The assets involved have quite mobile and intangible characteristics; they have the potential of producing a significant turnover, and a moderate extent of labour force is required to perform the relevant functions concerned. These things combined may perhaps render the sales factor vulnerable and subject to manipulation at this point.

Unwanted tax competition responses may be the consequence. US state income tax law provides some examples by analogue of tax avoidance strategies that MNEs may pursue in this area.

First, reference can be made to a California state income tax case involving a software enterprise that obtained gross revenues from its sales of short-term portfolio investments through the performing of a treasury function.

It performed the function involved at its headquarters in the State of Washington, a state that does not levy a state income tax. The portfolio investment revenues accounted for 73% of total gross receipts (while producing less than 2% of net income). These revenues accordingly overshadowed the company’s core outputs, the selling of software. As a result, significant amounts of state income tax base were at risk of being shifted towards Washington, which would leave it untaxed. The California Supreme Court resolved the matter by requiring the software company to apply the sales factor to the net portfolio investment income.

Referring to the language used in the CCCTB proposal – ‘total sales’, ‘proceeds’, ‘revenues’ – this solution may, however, be unavailable under the CCCTB.

Second, reference can be made to another Californian state income tax case, which deals with the application of the sales factor on gross receipts from the sales of commodity futures that had been made to hedge against price fluctuations. The case involved an enterprise engaged in the selling of grain products like flour and cereal. The company engaged in hedging transactions to insure itself against fluctuations in the cost prices of the raw grain materials that it used in its business process. These enabled it to cancel out grain price fluctuation risks to stabilise its profit margins. The company functionally managed its hedging positions at its headquarters located in Minnesota. The Californian Court ruled that the gross receipts from the selling of commodity futures were included in the sales factor. As the undertaken hedging transactions produced substantial turnover (not profit), a significant part of the state income tax base was shifted from California to Minnesota. The California state income tax legislature responded by excluding amounts received from such hedging transactions from the sales factor per 1 January 2011. Assuming that this issue may arise under the CCCTB by analogue – and I do not see why it would not – the CCCTB appears to be in need of being amended at this point also.

3.3.3.3 Ad. 3 ‘Sales Factor Inflation’ through ‘Shareholding-Revenues-Carousels’

Moreover, the sales factor apportions exempt shareholding revenues like dividends and capital gains to the beneficiary also. Notably, eligible shareholding proceeds will be exempt from the tax base under the CCCTB’s ‘participation exemption regime’. It is these I refer to. The apportioning of the tax base by reference to the group member functionally performing the MNE’s (third-country) shareholding management functions may trigger the risk of initiating a process whereby intra-group third-country transactions are set up to
inflating the sales factor. It is conceivable that MNE groups would set up special vehicles for tax planning purposes to which the (third-country) shareholding interests are being legally assigned, that is, to subsequently inflate the sales factor via third-country intra-group transactions. Under the composition of the sales factor, MNEs seem enabled to do that. They may be able to inflate the sales factor by establishing an ongoing process of extracting dividend streams from their (third-country) shareholdings financed with capital contributions. Such an establishing of circular dividend and capital contribution streams does not seem to affect the tax base in an upward sense, owing to the application of the participation exemption. Yet, these exempt proceeds are recognised as allocable proceeds for tax base sharing purposes under the sales factor. The receipts from such sales factor inflating ‘shareholding-revenue-carousels’ have the potential of fully eclipsing real outputs. Such tax planning operations may particularly appear, I imagine, in cases involving shareholdings in third-country entities in which the CCCTB group has a controlling interest, that is, intra-group cash-carousels across the water’s edge. Taking into account that the anti-abuse rules in the CCCTB proposal do not seem to cover factor manipulation, the sales factor seems very vulnerable at this point.

The CCCTB proposal accordingly seems to potentially grant MNEs complete discretion as to the intra-EU attribution of the sales factor. The consequence may be that an additional one-third of the EU-wide tax base instantly becomes mobile as of the entry into force of the CCCTB Directive. Obviously, the reality of such a planning tool may ultimately depend on the interpretation of the terms ‘beneficiary’, ‘the ordinary course of trade or business’, ‘total sales’, ‘proceeds’, ‘revenues’ and ‘exempt revenues’.

The issue may be substantially mitigated to the extent that these would need to be interpreted as not to include portfolio investment proceeds, hedging transactions proceeds and revenues to which the CCCTB participation exemption applies. Under such an interpretation, the respective proceeds would be excluded from the sales factor and could not affect the apportioning of the taxable base as a consequence. However, this does not seem to correspond with the language used. Arbitrage potentials may therefore be considered present, at least theoretically.

If the aforementioned arbitrage would nevertheless hold, potentially two-thirds of the EU-wide tax base is at risk of being artificially shifted across the EU upon the CCCTB’s entry into force. This may be considered particularly problematical, since it may be infeasible to strike down profit shifting through factor manipulation under the CCCTB’s anti-abuse rules. The CCCTB would accordingly provide MNEs readily available tools to engage in artificial tax base shifting.

This matter may arise in addition to the vulnerability of the EU tax base of being subject to traditional base erosion and profit-shifting operations across the water’s edge. The CCCTB, as already noted, would basically operate as a conventional corporate tax across the water’s edge, consequently triggering conventional tax planning opportunities. In view of this, it seems that future tax planning within the EU would occur in two steps. First, the EU-wide tax base would be eroded via traditional tax planning across the water’s edge. Second, the eroded EU-wide tax base would be artificially shifted for up to two-thirds to the comparatively lowest EU Member State taxing jurisdiction.

If the CCCTB proposal were enacted as currently proposed, the CCCTB accordingly seems to bear the potential to reinvigorate aggressive tax planning operations and fierce tax competition responses of EU Member States attempting to attract the (eroded) tax base. Since the EU Member States would only have the tax rate at their disposal to affect MNE location decisions, perhaps the CCCTB may initiate an unforeseen ‘race to the bottom 2.0’.

To be honest, I do not really see why these issues would not arise. Of course, it could be decided to wait and see how the Court of Justice will interpret the language used. Perhaps the court will help the EU Member States also at this place by resolving the matter through extensive interpretations of the directive text. Perhaps, alternatively, it may be worth assessing the option of structurally altering the composition of the sales factor in the sharing mechanism. I would favour taking that alternative approach, and advocate the following changes to the sales factor:

– First, it may be worth considering introducing the rule that only gross receipts that contribute to the production of taxable income are to be included in the sales factor. That would effectively cancel out sales factor inflation opportunities through the aforementioned cash-carousels involving exempt revenues. The exempt proceeds would not affect the sales factor under the suggested approach.

– Second, drawing inspiration from the work undertaken in the US by the Multistate Tax Commission on revising the Multistate Tax Compact, it may be worth scrutinising the option of excluding from the sales factor receipts from the performing of treasury functions, cash-pooling functions, portfolio investment activities and hedging transactions. In the US, the Uniformity Committee, for instance, has sug-

---

88. The dividend streams may be financed with equity, but perhaps even with intra-group third-country debt. The financing of such cash-carousels with intra-group debt may potentially even negatively affect the EU tax base as the outbound intra-group interest payments involved may be tax-deductible. Perhaps such interest deductions may end up being restricted under the anti-abuse rules.

89. See for a comparison, Hellerstein, above n. 10, at 238: ‘[T]he US subnational state sales factors … defined “gross receipts” … that they had to generate apportionable income.’

90. Cf. WP 060, above n. 59, at 13; and Mayer, above n. 19, at 217.

91. The Multistate Tax Commission is an intergovernmental advisory state tax agency. The Multistate Tax Compact, among others, provides for a model state income tax statute from which the US states may draw inspiration in designing their state income tax systems.

92. That is, unless the taxpayer is a securities dealer. See MTC 2012a, above n. 63, at 14-18; and MTC 2012b, above n. 63.
suggested the following provision: “Receipts” means gross receipts of the taxpayer (...) that are received from transactions and activity in the regular course of the taxpayer’s trade or business; except that receipts of a taxpayer other than a securities dealer from hedging transactions and from the maturity, redemption, sale, exchange, loan or other disposition of cash or securities, shall be excluded. The adoption of an equivalent approach in the CCCTB would perhaps halt the arbitrage potentials referred to in the above.

Third, it might be considered to adopt a ‘factor presence test’ under the sales factor as well. On the basis of a sales factor presence test, nexus within a tax jurisdiction would be established with reference to the presence of gross receipts within that tax jurisdiction. The establishing of the firm’s taxable presence could be subject to a de minimis threshold (‘gross receipts from customers located in EU Member State A exceeding amount € x’). The inspiration for the designing of such a tax-connecting factor could be found in the distance sales rules in EU-VAT. The subsequent allocation of the taxable base to that state could be inspired on EU-VAT as well, particularly the place of supply rules. Viz., these aim at locating the customer in the destination jurisdiction. The assigning of the tax base via that means would perhaps effectively mitigate artificial tax base-shifting incentives within the EU through sales factor manipulation. Under the application of such a factor presence test, the shifting of the taxable base would require a physical relocation of the MNE’s marketplace from one EU Member State to another — a shifting of real firm outputs accordingly.

4 Concluding Remarks

Would the CCCTB — if enacted as currently proposed — provide incentives for MNEs to pursue artificial tax base shifting within the EU? Could these potentially invigorate the risk of undue governmental tax competition responses?

Obviously, things remain to be seen, but for now my tentative answer is in the affirmative. Currently, the issue of harmful tax competition within the EU seems to have been pushed back as a result of the soft law approaches that were initiated in the late 1990s and early 2000s. However, if the CCCTB in its current draft is enacted, there may be a risk that two-thirds of the EU-wide tax base would become mobile, at least theoretically. Upon its entry into force, the CCCTB would perhaps pave the way for ‘factor-manipulation’ operations, for instance through ‘payroll group members’ and ‘beneficiary group members’. Particularly the potential for sales factor inflation through the aforementioned ‘cash-carousels’ may produce undesirable effects.

Time will tell. Perhaps the issue will not arise in the first place as a result of extensive judicial interpretations of the language used in the directive text by the Court of Justice. Perhaps matters will alternatively be resolved. Maybe the anti-abuse approaches will prove applicable after all. Perhaps the safeguard clause will operate effectively, or maybe the Commission will prove to have sufficient legislative powers to adopt delegated acts to effectively counter factor manipulation. Perhaps not. That may be considered problematical indeed, particularly since the EU Member States in that case would merely dispose of a single instrument to respond to MNE tax planning operations — tax rate reduction. To cancel out any potential for initiating a ‘race to the bottom 2.0.’ upfront, it might be worth assessing some alternatives to the sharing mechanism as currently drafted. I would, for instance, favour using quantitative ‘factor presence tests’ to attribute the tax base to EU Member States directly.


94. See n. 65.


97. As said, a similar approach may be feasible for consistency reasons regarding the asset factor (nexus: ‘asset values in EU Member State A exceeding amount € x’; allocation: ‘assets functionally utilised in EU Member State A’).
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